
TI-84 Statistics Tests and Intervals 
 
1: Z-Test  hypothesis test for 𝜇, 𝜎 is known (very rare); one population 
 
2: T-Test  hypothesis test for 𝜇, 𝜎 is unknown (use 𝑠 for SD); most likely scenario  
   when testing for 𝜇; this is also used for paired data; one population 
 
3: 2-SampZTest hypothesis test comparing 𝜇, two populations, both 𝜎′s are known (very  
   rare) 
 
4: 2-SampTTest hypothesis test comparing 𝜇, two populations, 𝜎′s are unknown; use 𝑠′s;  
   most likely scenario when testing for 𝜇 dealing with two populations 
 
5: 1-PropZTest  hypothesis test for 𝑝; one population 
 
6: 2-PropZTest  hypothesis test comparing 𝑝, two populations 
 
7: ZInterval  confidence interval for 𝜇, 𝜎 is known (very rare); one population 
 
8: TInterval  confidence interval for 𝜇, 𝜎 is unknown; use 𝑠 for SD ; most likely   
   scenario; one population 
 
9: 2-SampZInt  confidence interval for the difference in 𝜇; two populations, both 𝜎′s are  
   known (very rare) 
 
0: 2-SampTInt  confidence interval for the difference in 𝜇; two populations, 𝜎′s are  
   unknown; use 𝑠′s; most likely scenario 
 
A: 1-PropZInt  confidence interval for 𝑝; one population 
 
B: 2-PropZInt  confidence interval comparing 𝑝, two populations 
 
C: 𝜒2-Test  hypothesis test; used for homogeneity or independence tests; two-way  
   table; have to use matrices 
 
D: 𝜒2 GOF-Test hypothesis test; used for goodness of fit; one population one variable;  
   one-way table 
 
F: LinRegTTest  linear regression hypothesis test for 𝛽 
 
G: LinRegTInt  linear regression confidence interval for 𝛽 
 
 
 



DISTR Options 
 
2: normalcdf  used to find area/probability associated with Normal distribution; find p- 
   values for any z hypothesis tests 
 
3: invNorm  works backwards to find z-scores given area; finds the 𝑧∗ multipliers for  
   any z confidence interval 
 
4: invT   finds the 𝑡∗ multipliers for any t confidence interval 
 
6: tcdf   finds the p-value for any t hypothesis tests 
 
8: 𝜒2cdf  finds the p-value for any 𝜒2 test (GOF, homogeneity, independence) 
 
A: binompdf  calculates a binomial probability for exactly one value 𝑃(𝑋 = #); you  
   need the number of trials, the probability of success on each trial, and  
   the exact number of successes you are looking for 
 
B: binomcdf  calculates a binomial probability for a cumulative value; only works less  
   than or equal to a value; 𝑃(𝑋 ≤ #); if you are looking for 𝑃(𝑋 > #), you  
   have to enter 1 − 𝑃(𝑋 ≤ #) 
 
E: geometpdf  calculates a geometric probability for exactly one value 𝑃(𝑋 = #) 
 
F: geometcdf  calculates a geometricprobability for a cumulative value; only works less  
   than or equal to a value; 𝑃(𝑋 ≤ #); if you are looking for 𝑃(𝑋 > #), you  
   have to enter 1 − 𝑃(𝑋 ≤ #) 
 
 


